Undergraduate Committee  
April 5, 2004  
Minutes

Present:  Pat Dintrone, George Easton, Larry Gitman, Gary Grudnitski,  
          Don Jung, Kathy Krentler  
Absent:  Jason Surya  
Guest:  Jim Beatty

Assessment  
Pat Dintrone distributed the Assessment Plan template that has been distributed to  
the departments. The template includes three of the five general goals that the  
Undergraduate Committee had previously developed. In a meeting with the department  
Chairs on 3-22-04, Dintrone and Gary Grudnitski agreed to omit the Teamwork and  
Information Technology goals. Written and Oral Communication, Analytical and Critical  
Thinking, and Ethical Reasoning remain.  
          Don Jung and Kathy Krentler both agreed to speak to Dave Hampton, Chair of  
          Management regarding the need to institute changes in MGT 350 to accommodate the  
          insertion of ethical reasoning component.  
          Dintrone informed the Committee that the administration of the CSU Assessment  
          exam has begun in MGT 405. Assessment in individual core courses will continue for the  
          next few semesters.

IMPAC  
Grudnitski reported on the outcome of a meeting held 3-29-04. At the meeting he  
informed Chairs of departments with courses affected by IMPAC (Accounting, Economics,  
Finance, Information & Decision Sciences, and Math) that the IMPAC group is ready to vote on  
final course descriptions. Descriptions for course(s) in their departments were distributed to the Chairs.  
Grudnitski asked the Chairs to respond to him by the end of April as to whether, based on the course description,  
the course would be acceptable for transfer and would meet the specific course requirement at SDSU. He  
reported that IDS and Math have responded to date. Both responses were positive.

Meeting Adjourned at 12:55 p.m.  
Next Meeting:  Monday, April 19, 2004, Noon; Dean’s Conference Room